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In this exercise you will
learn to work with:
• page spreads
• master pages
• create and apply with paragraph
and character styles
• text collums
• tabs & initial caps

Exercise 3/Alaska
• Load exercise file (IND assignment 3) onto your computer .
Before you open begin the assignment, you will want to load the assignment
fonts. To do this open your fontbook program and go to the file menu. In the drop 		
down menu there is an “add fonts” tab, navigate from that tab to the fonts folder for
this assignment and the fonts to your fontbook. This will make the fonts avail		
able for your use.
[note-the fonts provided for this class are for use only in this class]
• Fire up InDesign and create a new document.
Open InDesign.
Create a new InDesign Document:
		
[When the dialogue box appears, make sure it is set for letter size page - 		
		
and set the page margins to .375”. Click “OK”.
• Save the document
Name the document “youname_assignment 2 and save back into the assignment 		
folder.
• Change the work space from “essential” to “advanced.
The advanced workspace gives us a few more options or controls in how different 		
page elements interact.
• To start we will need to do a little work on the A master page.
Before we do that go to the pages panel and from the extended menu go to number		
ing and section options and change the “start page numbering” option from 1
to 2. this places the first page of your document as a left page which is perfect for 		
many magazine type assignments.
	Go back to the page pallet and double click on the master pages to place them in
the workspace.
On the left facing page make a frame that is 5.83” x 9.625” - the frame should align
on the right with the right and bottom margins. Another way to make the frame is to
click on the frame tool and click on the page holding down the option key. This
brings up a dialogue box in which you can specify the size of the frame you need.
Go to the tool pallet and choose the “rectangle frame” tool.
Once you have the frame, Use the text tool to insert the I- bar cursor. With the
cursor in the frame go to Object>Text Frame Options and insert the value of two into
the columns number. and give the gutter a .33 specification.
Duplicate this frame by option/click/drag onto the right facing page. Align with the
left and bottom margin.
On the master page, we also want to put a master page number. So in 8point
Franklin gothic we place Alaska 1 in the lower left of the left facing page and the
lower right of the right facing page.
One other element we should put on the master page is the story head that will run
throughout the book. Again make a frame on the page that is 5” x .625 and align 		
this frame at the top and left margin of the left facing page

Master Pages
Master pages allow you to set up a grid [layout] structure for a publication. This allows you to set up page templates that ensure accurecy
and continutiy through out a publication.
It should be noted that you can set up a variety of master pages
to use with different publication content [features, departments, toc]
To create a Master Page, simply place text frames, image frames in the
position you want them in you layout. Save the Page as Letter or Name.

Story Title Area

Text Frames set with two columns

Page panel Master Pages
are located at
the top of
the page.
This grid is
applied to “A”
master page

page numbers

Items that are placed on a master page will be by default locked in position as you add master pages to a document. To unlock those items go to
the sub menu of the page panel and go to “Override all master page items”
You will need to do this for each page you want to modify or add text.
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• With the master pages completed we can begin to bring the actual layout of the page 		
using the elements from the folder.
• Begin by using the page panel to make three (3) - two page spreads - making sure that
you are placing the left master page on the left side of the spreads and the right 		
master page on the right of the spread.
Title Spread
This is the opening spread to the article - it’s highly visual and sets the design for 		
the following pages. For this spread we will ignore all the work we did on the master
pages with the exception of the page numbers.
• Create an image frame 17” x 6” [frame/option/click - brings up dialogue box for
frame specifications]
Align the frame to the left page left margin at 2.5” from the top of the page.
Activate the frame by clicking on it with the Selection tool. Go to Edit menu>place>
links>ccp0017861_veer and size to 195% (to fill box)
ALASKA TYPE
• Create a text frame and type “alaska” in all lower case
using the character panel or the control bar, give the text the following attributes
Adobe Garamond/136pt/Caps
with the text frame active, go to the type menu and “convert to outlines” this makes
your text vector frames - with the text still active go to edit>place>links and open 		
the image of the mountains/skyline [as you click on each image number, a thumbnail
image will show to let you know what image you have selected. when you have
selected the right image, either double click or click ok.] The image will appear
inside of the text.
Align the type as shown in the layout.
Now create another text frame and type in “ unwritten literature”
Adobe Garamond/56pt/+200 tracking - type in all lower case - to create small caps
go to the character panel/submenu/small caps. this applies that attribute to the text
align the text butting up to the bottom of the northern lights image and color the 		
type blue [swatch panel - add color if necessary]
• Create a blue rectangle 3.125” x 11” and align the right edge at 8” and the top edge
of the page. In the contol bar, change the transparency from 100% to 75%.
• Create a text frame 3” x 5.5” and place over the blue rectangle so the top edge of the
text frame aligns at 4-5/8”
• Go to the copy folder and double click on the text file for “The Crane”
Highlight and copy the first paragraph of the text. Return to the layout, and using 		
the type tool, paste this copy into the text frame.
Highlight the text [command a] and assign the text attributes
itc new baskerville - 15/26 -3tracking. using the swatchs, fill the text with white
[paper]
INITIAL CAP
there are several ways to do this. One method is to highlight the copy and from the
extended menu on the control bar go to “Drop Caps and nested styles”. This dialogue
box gives you the control to assign an initial cap to as many lines deep as you need.
try it
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The other option is to create a separate text frame and place a Cap L - ITC New 		
Baskerville - 40 pt - Align the box at the top of the text and space the first two lines
to wrap the letter form as shown in the layout.
ARTICLE CONTENTS [we need to learn a little about tab]
• Create a text frame 2” x 1.5” [does not need to be exact]
Enter the text:
The Crane p3
And then there was Light
p5
The Raven p7
format the text to ITC Franklin Gothic Book Extra Condensed 12/14.5
and align the frame to the lower portion of the left page as shown. align on the left
margin.
• Highlight the copy>go to the type menu>tabs and set the tab at 1.5”
return to the type frame and place a tab between the title and the page number.
they should tab and align.
• To finalize this spread. place the totem image as indicated in the layout.
1st copy spread
• To work with the frames you placed on the master page, you will need to unlock them
To do this go to the pages panel>sub menu>“Override all master page items”
you can now place the text cursor into the 1st page text frame and place the copy • Go the File Menu > Place> The Crane [copy folder] > Open [or double click]
This will fill the entire frame with copy.
• Format text as 12/17 Franklin Gothic Book Regular - -3 tracking.
Flush left alignment/Ragged Right
You will have “overset” in your text frame and will need to link the left text frame
with the text frame on the right page.
• Using the “Seclect” tool, click on the small red square at the bottom of the text frame
Your Select tool will “load” with the overset and look like it has a text frame
attached. Go to the top of the text frame on the right page and click the Select tool
in the frame area. The overset should flow into the frame and the text frames are
now linked. Meaning that what you do to text anywhere in those frames will effect
all the copy in those linked frames.
Text Overset

• If you haven’t to this point saved your document, you should
• Go through the copy and insert space between paragraphs and modify the line breaks
to minimize hyphens, bad word breaks and widows.
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• Running Head. In the text frame we made at the top of the left page type in
The Crane and set the text to 22/17 Adobe Garamond Pro - -3 tracking
Highlight the head and color 30% tint of Black.
[Swatches/fill/black/tint=30]
• To make the “Pull Quote” we simply highlight the copy from the text box and create a
text frame 3” x 6.5” and past the copy inside the frame. With the copy highlighted
we want to format the copy as 16/17 Adobe Garamond Pro Italic. Flush left.
And keep on the pasteboard as we place the images for the page.
• Placing the images as we covered in the last session
Create a frame 5.25”x3.5 [using the frame/option/click method] and align the box to
the left edge of the page at 2.5” from the top. Using the select tool, click in the box
go to File>place>image cyp0707170_veer [artic canoe]
• In the control bar [top of work space] click on the text wrap control to allow the text 		
to wrap the sides of the image frame
• Repeat the process to add the photo on the right facing page and add the small photo
at the bottom of the page
• To complete the page layout, create the “the Crane” headline as shown using Adobe
Garamond and Helvetica. The simplest method is to create a text frame for each
word, size and move the boxes as illustrated.
Once you have completed this spread, you are to follow the same procedures to
create the third spread of this layout.
“And then there was light”
When you have completed that story spread. continue on the create one additional
spread with either “The Flood” or “ The Thunderbird”
There are additional images in the folder for you to choose from and you will need to
make some decisions as to use of the images or a pull quote. The layout is to follow
the structure [grid] we created in the master pages, but it also needs to have some
element that is unique to that spread to keep the viewers interest.
This exercise is due at the beginning of next weeks class.

Style Sheets
Style sheets [character and paragraph] are used to formatt text attributes
by defining the attributes for a headline, or text you can apply the
attributes quickly and accurately.
Paragraph Style Sheets apply specifications to a full paragraph. Copy that
is within a “hard” return.
Charater Style Sheets apply specifications to only those type characters
that are highlighted.
It should be noted that you can set style sheets by specifying various
attributes in the style panel, or you can set style sheets by selecting a
portion of text you have set with specific attributes and give that set of
attributes a name in the style panel.position you want them in you layout.
Save the Page as Letter or Name.
Name of style sheet.

Paragraph and
Character
Style
Panels

Paragraph/Character
attributes dialogue
panel
list of character styles

Attribues such as font, type
size, type style,
line spacing, color can be
specified for each
Paragraph or Character
Style.
Note that keyboard
shortcuts can also be
assigned.

